Eggs Over Easy
All members must participate
At the sound of the whistle your team will have 12 minutes to:
Lash together one tripod with the larger spars and place between the two ropes
Lash together another tripod using the dowel rods and place in the circle with the Nest (Frisbee)
on top.
Once they are in place they cannot be moved
Groups will be positioned on either side of the ropes and large tripod
Once positioned the dam breaks and the area between the ropes cannot be crossed
Throw the rope over the tripod and secure the container to one end.
Tie the other end using a bowline to one of your members to be the anchor
One person hands an egg(ball) to another who puts it into the container they swing the container
over. Any time an egg(Ball) touches the ground it is dead and cannot be used.
A person on the other side takes the egg(ball) out and gives it to another for safe keeping. Eggs(
balls) must be visible at all times and cannot ever touch the ground
This continues until all eggs(balls) are used or the patrol decides they cannot save any more
Once all eggs(balls) are across they all need to be moved together by one member of the patrol to
the nest for counting. Eggs(balls) must be visible at all times and cannot drop or break. Any
Eggs( balls) that touch the ground prior to the nest are out of play.
When complete give your cheer and record time
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Equipment needed per station
5 red balls
10 white balls
3 spars
3 dowel rods
2 5 ft pieces of 5/50 cord
1 bucket
1 Frisbee
1 heavy rope 50 ft
Needs for whole game 10 stations
50 red balls
100 white balls
30 spars
30 dowel rods
100 ft 5/50
10 buckets
10 Frisbees
10 50ft ropes
2 200 ft ropes
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